LEGAL
MANAGEMENT

Effective management, organization and support of
the legal function ensure superior business
performance.

As organizations operate under
increasingly complex legal and
regulatory frameworks, legal
departments face unprecedented
challenges, which include how
best to:
-Provide high caliber advice and
services
-Efficiently manage and reduce
legal costs
-Manage and avoid litigation
-Articulate the value of the legal
function to top management
Success in this environment
demands skills, tools and
competencies that address a
wide variety of issues, including:
ºContract Management
ºLitigation Management
ºCorporate Housekeeping
ºLegal Project Management
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Contract Management
Effective contract management is a
top priority. It constitutes the majority
of a legal department’s workload.
Consequently, the challenge of
managing a high case volume with
limited resources can prove
overwhelming.
We help our clients design, develop
and implement contract management
solutions.
Our Contract Optimization Process
systematically manages contract
creation, execution and retention,
maximizing operational and financial
performance.

Benefits:

-Automate the complete contract life
cycle
-Provide an active and secure
contract repository
-Institutionalize standard procedures
for contract creation and
management.
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Litigation
Management
Litigation is a business
endeavor that can have a
profound impact on the
financial health of a
corporation. As a result,
corporate executives are
increasingly expecting a project
management-style approach
from their In-House legal
departments when it comes to
litigation portfolio oversight.
Important benefits derive from
viewing litigation as a business
process and investment. We
put processes in place to gain
greater control and insight
throughout the litigation
process.

Corporate
Housekeeping
Businesses are expected to
efficiently manage multitude
records, reporting activities and
internal processes. This
administrative burden falls
primarily upon the legal team,
consuming significant time and
resources that might be better
spent on more profitable activities.
While most companies maintain a
large number of corporate
governance-related policies, few
corporate administrative teams
revise these policies with due
priority.
Lawgistic offers “Corporate Health
Checks” to maintain compliance
and identify risks.

Benefits:

-Control litigation costs

-Handle key matters associated
with the legal operation of the
business

-Obtain timely and useful
reports

-Monitor compliance with existing
corporate requirements.

Benefits:

-Maximize settlement
opportunities
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Legal Project
Management
We help In-House legal departments streamline their internal
process, using project
management to eliminate
inefficiencies, anticipate
variables, analyze costs and
establish clear protocols in
order to efficiently manage all
matters.
Companies are demanding
greater predictability, improved
accountability, and above all,
cost containment in all legal
operations.
Lawgistic can provide key tools
to respond to these demands.

Benefits:

-Establish clear and manageable
protocols for managing legal
projects, including
communication, budgeting and
progress reporting.
-Incorporate the client’s needs
into the critical path of legal
project planning.

